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Experiment: He + p -> He+ + p + e



Theory: matrix element



Theory: matrix element, 3C final wf



Theory: matrix element, momentum space



Theory: matrix element, momentum space



Theory: matrix element, initial states



Experiment vs theory: CF-function



Experiment vs theory: SPM-function



Experiment vs theory: HF-function



Numerics: details



Convergence of the matrix elements



Conclusions

 Physics. The highly correlated ground wf gives the 
best binary/recoil ratio close to the experiment. 

 Physics. The recoil peak has no deal to the ee-
correlations in the initial state (another mechanism 
of its formation).

 Numerics. We observe quite wide domain of small 
parameters, when the results of calcs remain 
stable. 
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Calculation of the matrix element A3
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